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Abstract

Zhai and Shah (2006) proposed a model of spatiotemporal saliency using a com-
bination of temporal and spatial attention models. The temporal model utilized
Lowe’s SIFT (2004) to compute feature points and the correspondences between
them in successive frames. Bay, Tuytelaars, & Van Gool introduced SURF (2006)
as an alternative feature detector and descriptor. The authors of SURF show that
it is faster than and superior to SIFT. This investigation replicated the model of
Zhai and Shah evaluating performance with SURF used in place of SIFT. The
performance of SIFT and SURF temporal model variants was tested on a variety
of frame sets. In addition to qualitative comparisons, the SIFT and SURF model
variants were quantitatively compared on the speed of both computing feature cor-
respondences, and the resulting speed of homography computation. The robust-
ness of the models to increased temporal spacing between frames was also tested
at various step intervals. The SURF model was much faster as expected. Other-
wise the models were generally indistinguishable. Both showed little change in
performance due to an increase in the time between successive frames.

1 Introduction

The ability to detect salient regions of an image greatly facilitates object recognition in computer vi-
sion systems. Combining feature and spatial information using salient regions over time potentially
provides even greater benefits to accurate recognition of objects and regions in the world. Several
approaches to the problem of detecting salient regions in time have been examined, one of which
was recently described by Zhai and Shah [1]. This approach detects salient image regions using a
combination of spatial and temporal saliency maps. Temporal saliency is computed not by optical
flow, but by differences in the motion of regions relative to other regions. This has the additional
possible benefit of assisting image segmentation using regions of motion.

While it is accurate and relatively fast, the model presented in [1] is not able to run at or near
real time. In order to achieve this goal, it is necessary to either speed up the algorithm directly,
or make the model capable of operating on less data without increasing computational complexity.
Spatiotemporal data could be reduced by either reducing the size or frame rate of input. In [1]
they compared the saliency over pairs of images. While they do not specify if the frames used were
successive, it seems reasonable to assume so. Given the power of the detector they are using this may
already be excessive. By increasing the step size between frames fed to the detector, the effective
speed of the model could be increased if accuracy is maintained.

SIFT, [2], serves as a central component to the temporal model. However another algorithm, SURF
[3], computes feature points and correspondences and shows comparable and/or exceeding per-
formance to SIFT while operating more quickly. A simple way to improve performance of the
spatiotemporal model of [1] is simply to replace the SIFT model with SURF. The object of this
investigation is to replace SIFT in the spatiotemporal saliency model of [1] and compare speed as
well as subjective performance on a similar test set to that used in [1]. This also will be done across



a small number of frame steps to determine if and when the models break down. It is not expected
to achieve monumental performance gains using SURF; [1] already states the main bottleneck is not
the use of SIFT but the computation of transformations between feature points in different frames.
However, this is a simple improvement that potentially will make the model both faster and more
powerful.

1.1 Previous Model

The model [1] operates by blending weighted saliency results from a spatial and a temporal attention
model. The two models are independent until this step. The weighting of the two models is com-
puted though a psuedovariance of detected motion. Precisely the median salient motion strength
subtracted from the maximum motion strength. This creates a model which responds to spatial
saliency in the absence of differential motion.

The temporal attention model works by first computing feature points and the correspondences be-
tween them in two successive frames using SIFT. The RANSAC algorithm then is used to compute a
set of homographies between feature points. Saliency is determined over the regions spanned by the
inlier sets. The saliency of each feature point is defined as the sum of differences between the actual
and predicted correspondence position for each detected homography, weighted by the normalized
spatial area of each homographies feature set. Saliency for each region (defined by a feature set with
a common homography) is the average of the saliency of each feature in the set.

The model defines spatial saliency for a pixel as the sum of the distances from that pixel to every
other. This is computed efficiently using a previously computed lookup table for the distances and
by computing identical pixel values through multiplication. Regions are then compiled from the
pixel saliency by region growing. The region around salient points is expended iteratively if the
energy along its boundary exceeds a threshold.

1.2 SIFT and SURF

SIFT and SURF differ mainly in details. SIFT finds feature points using difference of Gaussians at
different scales and finding maxima. The descriptor is composed of a 128 dimensional feature vector.
SURF detects feature points using a ”Fast Hessian” detector which just uses a very simple box
approximation of Gaussian derivatives to compute the Hessian determinant using integral images.
Descriptors are then computed using a similar sampling procedure to SIFT but using Harr wavelets
and with only 64 dimensions. In [3], performance of SURF is shown to be both faster and more
accurate than SIFT.

2 Current Implementation

The current implementation of Zhai and Shah’s model is essentially as described in [1]. Most code
was adapted from existing sources. Code for the SIFT algorithm was adapted from [4]. The imple-
mentation uses mex files for the intensive tasks such as finding the interest points, revising them,
and computing the descriptors. The only changes made were to change the default settings to match
the SURF code (number of octaves = 4, number of scales per octave = 2). The SURF code used was
adapted to a mex file in matlab from the C++ code of its authors [5]. The mex file inputs an image,
and outputs the detected points and descriptors. Computing correspondences between images for
both SIFT and SURF was done using the code from the SIFT implementation which operates on
any descriptor length. This is done by matching points whose distance multiplied by a threshold is
less than the distance to all other points. The RANSAC algorithm used was adapted from that avail-
able from [6] and was expanded to fit multiple homographies. Once assembled output of the model
seemed unstable upon repetition due to the stochastic nature of RANSAC. RANSAC was tempted to
join far away points into the same homography. This created saliency regions spanning large regions
of space. To combat this, the RANSAC algorithm was iterated 10 times, and the homography set
with the maximum sum of point densities was chosen as the best. In practice this worked fairly well.
All initial testing was done using the ”trainset” images from Figure 3 of Zhai and Shah. Various
other threshold parameters were set to produce the most sensible regions in the ”trainset” images
(see Figure 1) as well as equalize the number of detected interest points by SIFT and SURF (about
850 each). These parameters were: SIFT threshold, .005; SURF threshold 4, matching threshold 5,



Figure 1: The upper panels show the sequence from Figure 3 of Zhai and Shah (2006). Between to
two frames, the camera pans slightly, the train moves on the track (pushing the ball) and the calender
in the background moves down. The bottom panels show typical output of the implemented temporal
model using SIFT (left) and SURF (right). Both versions of the model perform similarly. They both
pick up the motion of the train as most salient, as well as detecting the downward motion of the
calender and the overall zooming of the camera.

and RANSAC distance threshold .005. The spatial model of [1] was re-implemented for complete-
ness. However, the interest here is in testing the substitution of SIFT with SURF in the temporal
model so it is not featured in the presented analysis.

3 Evaluation of Performance

The primary question of this investigation is what advantage in speed or subjective performance
can be gained by using the SURF [3] algorithm in place of the SIFT [2] algorithm in the temporal
attention model developed in [1]. Evaluating performance of temporal models is difficult and there
is no well defined answer. However qualitative evaluations can be made. Also of interest is the
comparative speed with which the two versions are able to complete the task. Presumably the SURF
version will be faster. The tradeoff between data available to the model (image size, steps between
frames), speed, and performance were tested. Specifically to determine the maximum temporal
distance between each frame which still provided adequate performance.

The evaluation set used in [1] is unfortunately unavailable for general use. Instead selections from
the Open Video Project (http://www.open-video.org/) were used for testing. All movies selected
were approximately 350 by 240 pixels in size and 25-29 fps. Eight initial frames were selected from
different movies for testing. Corresponding with each of these frames five subsequent images were
collected with lags from the initial frame of 1, 4, 16, 64 and 128. Each frame pair consisted of the
initial frame and one of these lagged frames. Models using both SIFT and SURF were compared
using these frame pairs on qualitative performance and speed of both the detection algorithm and
any compounding effect on the speed of RANSAC.

3.1 Qualitative Comparison

The saliency computed with SURF was quite similar to saliency computed with SIFT. However
overall the quality of results was somewhat disappointing. Several cases are presented in Figures
2 and 3. The brightness of regions is representative of the determined saliency. Both the SIFT
and SURF versions of the model seem to find motion, however it is often relatively coarse. For
example in Figure 2 (a) an astronaut moves around a large object, but the model attributes both
motions to the same homography. Again in 2(b) the two dancers are often lumped into a single
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Figure 2: Outputs from the temporal model unscaled on two frame sets. On the left of each panel is
the actual image sequences at different frame steps from the initial image. The center and left of each
are the outputs of the SIFT and SURF variants of the temporal model for each . In (a) an astronaut
is on a spacewalk around the exterior of a large object. Here both models perform vary similarly.
Both fail to distinguish the astronaut and object for frame step sizes of 1 to 16. For larger step sizes
the astronaut is no longer even detected. In (b) two people are dancing for an advertisement. Again,
both models generally fail to discriminate between the two objects in motion.

homography. Tests were again ran with the image sizes doubled, showing small improvements,
but results were largely the same. Only the base size results are presented here. It is possible the
compressed movies used here simply did not have enough detail to facilitate robust recognition
and matching of feature points. It is also possible, although undesirable, that the parameters of
RANSAC need further adjustment (although see Figure 1, where it performs well). It should be
noted that the change of iterating RANSAC and picking the model with the densest regions did not
cause this tendency. Worse regions are generally chosen without this addition. Equally undesirable,
these could just be uninteresting images to the model. Finding frames with objects in motion for
at least 128 frames (about 4 seconds) severely limited the available data. Regardless, it is obvious
the the utilization of SURF in place of SIFT did not cause any gross decrement in performance.
The performance of both models is also rather robust to increasing the distance between frames.
Performance was only degraded in a few cases, even at 128 frames difference. This attests to the
power of both SIFT and SURF in computing correspondences. The maximum frame step without
degradation seems to be about 16 frames. However this is in the case of the large spanning areas
detected. With larger images or better detected regions this may change.

3.2 Quantitative Comparison

Quantitative comparison of the speed of the model was done using a multivariate ANOVA on the
dependent variables of the time it took to both compute and match feature points and descriptors
and compute the homographies. Computation of homographies was included as a separate depen-
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Figure 3: Additional outputs from the temporal model. An image of a satellite moving in front of
the moon is depicted in the sequence in (a). The movement in this sequence is actually very slow,
and both models actually perform better with more time between frames. By the 64 and 128 frame
steps there is discrimination between the moon and the satellite, but in earlier frames they just blend
together. In the sequence in (b) a ship moves across the screen. This should be easy motion to
detect, but both the SIFT and SURF variant of the temporal model focus on the stern of the ship and
completely break down with large frame steps.

dent measure in order to determine if either variant of the temporal model produced feature corre-
spondences which made computing homographies faster. In the model the independent factors of
descriptor/detector used as well as the number of frame steps between the frames fed to the tempo-
ral model were examined. The model was run and timed on each of the eight chosen images three
times. The number of detected points was attempted to be normalized a priori as described in the
current implementation, but the number of found points was additionally included in the model as a
covariate to ensure that any differences between using SIFT or SURF were not due to the number
of points detected. The temporal model utilizing SURF was significantly faster F (1,229) = 1373.54
(p <.001). No other factors or interactions of the independent variables were significant. The mean
time for the SURF variant was .5 seconds while SIFT took an average of 5.18 seconds to compute
and match feature points. The time to compute homographies was .32 and .27 seconds for SURF
and SIFT respectively.

4 Discussion

Overall the results are clear that substituting SURF for SIFT results in a large speed increase with
no appreciable decrement in performance. Frame step has no impact on the speed of the model.
Additionally using SURF in place of SIFT did not significantly change the speed of computation
of homographies. However to be fair to SIFT, faster versions of SIFT code do exist as reported by
[4] and the version tested here was not a strict implementation. Both models additionally performed
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Figure 4: An example of suboptimal fits for both models on the ”trainset” images (See Figure 1. Here
the SIFT model variant has not detected the separate calender region. Points from this region instead
were captured by a contracting homography which also includes some of the background points in
the lower left corner. On the right, the SURF variant included some points on the background with
the moving train. A rotation was able to capture both sets of translations. Again here the calender
was mixed with the background in a homography. These examples were specifically picked as bad
solutions.

quite well with increasing time between frames. Up to 16 frame gaps were tolerated with no differ-
ence in detected saliency. Depending on the specific speed of motion even higher frame gaps (up
to the max tested, 128 frames) resulted in little saliency change, or even in one case of particularly
slow motion more meaningful saliency regions. These results speak to the power of both the SIFT
and SURF models.

Several factors could have contributed to the generally unsatisfying saliency results for both mod-
els. It is possible that homographies are simply too powerful a translation. For example two figures
walking towards one another could be modeled under a single contracting homography, even though
they are disparate objects. The homographies detected are overfitting the data. Adjusting the pa-
rameters of RANSAC to be more stringent did not affect this. It is not that RANSAC is too relaxed,
just too powerful. Figure 4 shows some particularly bad fits to the ”trainset” data for both model
variants. Here the different homographies are displayed as solid bounding boxes, with their trans-
formations as dashed boxes. Looking at the detected homographies it is clear that the motion of
distinct regions is being captured by single homographies. Figure 3 shows the same data for the
satellite image sequence with a delta of 16 frames. It is clear that motion of the satellite and moon
are being captured by a single contracting homography. To remedy this, more feature matches could
be detected, which may take more time and might not even work. An alternate solution would be
to change the model to prefer simple motion of objects over more complicated explanations, or to
initially estimate homographies over nearby points. Another potential problem was that the image
size of the test images was small. It is unclear what the quality of the images used in [1] was, but
it is quite possible they were using larger images. While simply doubling the image sizes in the
current test did little to boost performance, doubling image size does not increase the image resolu-
tion. However both of the current models performed as well on the train test image from Figure 3
of [1] which were of the same size. Both the SURF and SIFT variant results presented in Figure 1
are comparable (and arguably better) than those presented by [1]. These ”trainset” images are very
dense with interesting features, which could have enabled the current models to perform adequately
even on smaller images. This suggests the possibility that the test images used here were simply
not interesting enough for the model to detect multiple regions of motion. This hypothesis is sup-
ported by the face that on average only around 250 feature correspondences were detected for the
test images used, but about 450 were detected for the ”trainset” images.
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Figure 5: Detail of the satellite fit. It is clear here that both model variants failed to detect the
distinction between moon and satellite because they both found a large homography which could
capture the motion of both with a contraction.

5 Possible Further Extensions

5.1 Further Verify Model

With the current results some further verification of the model is necessary. Precisely is image size
or content the primary reason for the general lackluster performance, or is it a particular aspect of
the model. If the temporal model itself is failing, then it needs to be revised. Here strong evidence
has been presented that it would be wise to either restrict the transformation used to model motion
or adjust RANSAC to start with spatially near points when estimating homographies. Instead of
serially computing the multiple homographies using RANSAC, the multiRANSAC approach used
by [7] could be implemented to detect them simultaneously.

5.2 Extend to Full Video

The current model and as presented in [1] was only applied to pairs of video frames. A natural
extension of the model would be to apply it to sequences of video. Given the results here, sampling
from consecutive video frames would be unnecessary. Furthermore the use of SURF in place of
SIFT seems wise. Additional considerations would need to be made regarding the blending of
the spatial and temporal model to ensure no abrupt changes occur. This could be done using a
discounted running average on the psuedovariance, and even the saliency masks themself. Even
further improvements could be made to utilize past information to speed present calculations of
interest points, etc. If no change is even detected in the incoming stream of input, it is not necessary
to recompute anything.

5.3 Improving RANSAC

Modifications to the RANSAC procedure offer the potential of speed improvements. As it stands
the model recomputes potential homologies for each pair of frames. In a stream of video frames
this is throwing away information which could be used to speed up the model. Past frames contain



approximately the same size, number and location of image regions as the current frame (assuming
there are no large discontinuities in the image stream and the approximate directions of motion are
known). This information could be used to compute starting approximations for current RANSAC
calculations. For example, if in a prior frame there was a large region in a particular area moving left,
in later images the detection of this motion could be biased in RANSAC. While this would result in
poor initial estimations of the number or size of regions in an image, later calculations would build
upon previous ones, hopefully converging on more accurate results while running at much faster
speed overall.

5.4 Adding Simple Top Down Functionality

As it stands the model is purely bottom up. Without implementing a full object recognition system
on top of the attention model, some simple top down information can be utilized with few addi-
tions to the model. Simple low level image properties could be targeted for ”boosting” in saliency
weighting. Attributes such as region size, shape, color, or direction of motion would not be hard
to target with top down attentional weighting. Upon completion of this modification, regions could
be differentially weighted according to properties or combinations of properties of some target (i.e.
blue things, or small things moving left). This would be the first step in adding a more complete top
down system, but would require no actual object or feature representation or recognition.

6 Conclusions

SURF definitely improved the speed when used in the spatial temporal model without sacrificing
performance. Performance was sustained equally for both models when the frames were separated
in time. Model performance was not effected with frame step sizes of up to 16 steps, and even
to 128 steps few major breakdowns in performance occurred. Overall qualitative performance of
the model was not what was expected. Large regions were often selected when the actual motion of
(human) interest was in smaller regions. While some of this can be attributed to top down attentional
mechanisms, not all of it can. It is possible that the nature of the input (size and/or inherent motion)
contributed to this. There is also evidence RANSAC as implemented overfit the data for the current
purposes.
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